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Introduction: Hollows are fresh-appearing, irregu-
lar, shallow (mean depth ∼47m [1]), flat-bottomed, 
rimless depressions with diameters ranging from tens 
of meters to a few kilometers [2].  Rocks hosting hol-
lows are usually found on the floors, walls, or central 
peaks of impact craters of all sizes and ages [1,3]; ho-
wever, some hollows are found far from craters.  Hol-
lows are widespread across the surface in low-albedo 
materials [3,4].  The steep sides, sharp angles, and lack 
of superimposed impact craters imply that hollows are 
relatively young, and may still be forming or growing 
[2].  The mechanism governing their formation, howe-
ver, remains unknown.  Volcanism, once a widespread 
process on Mercury [5], created irregular depressions 
such as pit craters, calderas, and pyroclastic vents on 
the planet's surface.  However, these features are gene-
rally larger than hollows, with sloping floors and a 
much redder color [6,7].  Hollows are more likely to 
form from volatile deposits similar to those that form 
the Martian "Swiss cheese" terrain [e.g., 8].  

The link between hollows and impact craters sug-
gests that hollow-forming material may be exhumed 
from depth and exposed to an extremely low-pressure, 
high-temperature environment.  Such a drastic envi-
ronmental change could cause volatiles sequestered in 
the material to become unstable, sublime, and escape 
to space, leaving behind a collapse pit [2].  Alternative-
ly, a substance present in the exhumed material may be 
susceptible to space weathering [2].  If the release of 
volatiles is temperature-dependent, a link between in-
solation intensity and occurrence of hollows is expec-
ted.  Previous studies have found a weak correlation 
between solar exposure and hollow formation [1,3].  
They observe that the total area covered in hollow ma-
terial, if binned by longitude, peaks around 0o and 
180o, the longitudes of Mercury's "hot poles”; howe-
ver, a large unexplained anomaly exists at -50o E [1].  
Binned by latitude, a strong peak is found between 0o 
and 30o, but this may be attributable to observational 
bias.  Some evidence has also been found that hollows 
form preferentially on sun-facing slopes.  In many lo-
cations hollows appear on slopes that experience 
maximal solar heating [3].  In fact, where hollow sites 
display a preferred slope aspect, the correlation bet-
ween hollow formation and insolation is fairly strong 
[1]. However, only 8% of sites in that study were 
found to have a clear preferred aspect, and since many 

hollows are found on flat surfaces or in groups contai-
ning individuals on slopes with opposing aspects, [1] 
concluded that preferential formation on sun-facing 
slopes is not common to all hollows.  In this abstract 
we carry out a quantitative, global investigation of 
whether hollow formation is primarily driven by inso-
lation-induced processes. 

Methods:  We analyzed all PDS-released (as of 
June 2014) MESSENGER Mercury Dual Imaging Sys-
tem Narrow Angle Camera (MDIS-NAC) images with 
a resolution better than 40 m/px and within ±1 degree 
latitude and longitude of the hollow sites identified by 
Blewett et al. [3].  The selected images were projected 
using the USGS's Map Projection On the Web (POW; 
astrocloud.wr.usgs.gov) tool, which performs standard 
image reduction and projection algorithms derived 
from the USGS's ISIS (Integrated Software for Ima-
gers and Spectrometers; isis.astrogeology.usgs.gov) 
software.  The projected images were loaded into 
ArcMap GIS software for analysis.  We searched every 
image in the dataset for hollows and categorized them  
by morphology.  The first category, ellipses, includes 
morphologically simple, roughly elliptical hollows 
occurring on flat-appearing surfaces.  The second cate-
gory, chains, includes groups of two to four linked 
elliptical hollows on flat ground for which a single 
linking direction can be determined.  The third catego-
ry, rim hollows, includes hollows occurring along the 
walls and rims of impact craters.  Craters partially co-
vered by shadows were excluded, since it was impos-
sible to determine whether hollows were present on the 
shaded side.  Morphologically complex hollows, hol-
lows occurring on slopes not associated with crater 
rims, hollows too small or unclear to allow an accurate 
categorization, and hollows that could not be distingui-
shed from craters or volcanic features were not mar-
ked.  We used ArcMap to extract the azimuth angle of 
the lines and ellipse major axes, as well as the range of 
angles along crater rims subtended by hollows. 

Results:  Our dataset consisted of 316 roughly el-
liptical hollows, 626 chains of hollows, and 160 craters 
with rim hollows.  Rose diagrams displaying azimuth 
information for the ellipses and crater rims are shown 
in Figures 1 and 2 respectively.  All three categories 
display a mean orientation along the northwest-sou-
theast axis, with values of 174o for the ellipses, 149o 
for the chains, and 306o for the crater hollows, where 
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0o is north.  Although we attempted to create a dataset 
covering the entire northern hemisphere, the images 
that fit our selection criteria were grouped strongly by 
longitude.  For example, more than half of the chains 
(330/626) fell between -90o and -45o longitude, a 
strong anomaly that matches the one found by Thomas 
et al. [1] near -50o longitude.  Almost no data were 
collected between -180o and -90o or between -45o and 
90o.  These large inhomogeneities mean that the data 
do not necessarily represent global trends and that re-
gional conditions may have an important effect. 

Figure 1.  Major axis orientation angles of ellipti-
cal hollows.  Original data ranged from 0o to 180o but 
was mirrored for better visual representation. 

Figure 2.  Angles along impact craters subtended 
by hollow material. !

Discussion:  Our results show a clear preferred 
orientation for hollows in all three categories: on the 
northwest side of craters and along a northwest-sou-
theast axis for chains and ellipses.  This direction is 
consistent with hollows forming preferentially on sun-

ny crater walls and, when forming on flat ground, gro-
wing preferentially on their sunny sides.  Since Mercu-
ry's axial tilt is almost zero, south-facing slopes in the 
entire northern hemisphere receive more sun than 
north-facing slopes, leading to the prediction that hol-
lows will orient themselves along the north-south axis.  
Our data show evidence of this; however, the orienta-
tion direction is skewed westward from north, espe-
cially for the crater rim hollows.  Much of our data 
come from the longitude range -90o to -45o, so regional 
conditions may affect our data.  These longitudes are to 
the west of Mercury's "hot pole" at 0o, which means 
that east-facing crater or hollow walls experience a 
higher maximum temperature and more intense solar 
heating and weathering than west-facing walls.  The 
westward skew in the data is therefore consistent with 
a dependence of hollow growth on insolation intensity; 
however, without more extensive data from other lon-
gitudes this cannot be confirmed. 

Combined with evidence from previous studies 
[1,3] that hollows weakly prefer sun-facing slopes, our 
results are overall consistent with the hypothesis that 
hollows form and grow from insolation-driven escape 
of volatile materials from Mercury's subsurface in a 
process reminiscent of the 'Swiss cheese' terrain in the 
Martian south polar region [8].  As in the case of 
'Swiss cheese,' the complex structures of many hollows 
may arise from the mergers of simple landforms.  This 
finding adds to a growing body of evidence [6,10,11] 
that Mercury houses more volatiles than predicted by 
some models for the planet's formation [12,13,14]. !
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